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Abstract. In this paper, a novel shape description and matching method
based on multi-level curve segment measures (MLCSM) is proposed for
plant leaf image retrieval. MLCSM extracts the statistical features of
shape contour via measuring the curve bending, convexity and concavity
of the curve segments with different length of shape contour to describe
the shape. This method not only finely captures the global and local
features, but also is very compact and has very low computational com-
plexity. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated on the
widely used Swedish leaf database and the leaf databases collected by
ourselves which contains 1200 images and 100 plant leaf species. All the
experiments show the superiority of our method over the state-of-the-art
shape retrieval methods.

1 Introduction

From the theory of plant shape taxonomy, the shape of plant leaf provides valu-
able cues for plant identification. Unlike plant flower which has complex 3D
structure and can only be obtained at blooming season, plant leaf is thin and
flat, and can been found everywhere and every time, therefore, it has been widely
used in computer-aided plant species identification. Retrieving similar leaf shapes
from the leaf image database is a very important and challenge task. Its diffi-
culties lies in: (1) there are about 400,000 species of plants over the world[1]
and a large amount of leaf images (millions of samples) will be stored in the
databases which makes retrieve speed (i.e. retrieve efficiency ) suffer from chal-
lenge; (2) Many plants’s leaf shapes have tiny difference from each other which
are very difficult to discriminate them. Fig. 1 lists five plant leaves with very
similar shapes which belong to different plant species.

In the past three decades, many shape description and matching methods
have been proposed for image retrieval. According to whether shape features
are extracted from the contour only or from the whole region, Zhang et al. [2]
classified them into region-based methods and contour-based methods. Since
the contour of the leaf shape contains the all shape information, we focus on
the contour-based methods. Fourier descriptors (FDs) [3] is a classical shape de-
scription method, in which a shape signature, such as curvature, tangent angles,
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Fig. 1. Five leave images from five plant species which have very similar shapes.

complex coordinates, or centroid distance, is firstly extracted from the shape
contour, and a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is then applied to the signa-
ture to generate Fourier coefficients as the shape descriptors. The length of the
feature vector for FDs is usually no more than 20 and the measure of shape simi-
larity is a metric distance between the feature vectors. These desirable properties
make FDs achieve a high level of matching efficiency. To further study the per-
formance of FDs for the shape retrieval and classification, some works [4–6] have
compared FDs with the other shape description methods including autoregres-
sive modeling, CSS (curvature scale space), and moment descriptors and show
that among all the competing methods, FDs is the best one for shape retrieval
and classification. In [7], Zhang et al. conducted a large amount of shape re-
trieval experiments to evaluate the performance of different FDs derived from
various shape signatures and report that the centroid distance signature is the
best one to be used to generate FDs with higher retrieval performance. Although
the above methods have achieved promising retrieval performance, they are not
suitable for leaf image retrieval because of their poor ability of capturing local
shape features. We use an example to address this problem.

In Fig. 2. we list three leaf image (a,b,c), where a and b belong to the same
class and c belong to another class, in the right figure, we plot the curves of
their centroid distance signatures. We carefully compare these signatures and
find that the signature of leaf A close to leaf C rather than close to leaf B.
Therefore FDs method matches leaf a to leaf c rather than to leaf b which gives
a false matching,

In recent years, to improve the retrieval accuracy, many methods dedicate
to find a one-to-one dense point correspondence between two matched shape
contours and the obtained optimal correspondence is used to define the dissim-
ilarity between two shapes. Among these methods, Shape context (SC) [8] is
a classical method and continues attracting many researchers’ attentions. SC
builds a histogram for each contour point to describe the relative distribution
of the remaining points to that point, and these histograms are used to find the
correspondence in a point-by-point manner. To make shape descriptors articu-
lation invariant, Lin et al. [9] replaced Euclidean distance with inner-distance
(ID), which is defined as the shortest path between two contour points within
the shape boundary, to extend the SC method as a novel shape descriptor called
IDSC. Adamek et al. [10] proposed a muti-scale shape representation method,
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Fig. 2. The centroid distance signatures of three leaf images, where a and b belong to
the same class and c belong to another class.

termed multi-scale convexity concavity (MCC) representation, which used the
relative displacement of a contour point, with respect to its position in the pre-
ceding scale level, to measure the convexity and concavity properties at different
scales. This idea is inspired by the observation that smoothing a closed contour
will make the convex and concave points move inside and outside the contour,
respectively. Alajlan [11] proposed another multi-scale shape descriptor, termed
triangle area representation (TAR). This method utilizes the areas of the trian-
gles formed by the boundary points to measure the convexity/concavity of each
contour point at different scales, where scale denotes the length of the arc which
associates with the triangle formed by the contour point and its two neighbor
points. All the above mentioned methods provide powerful discrimination abil-
ity for shape based image retrieval because they can not only capture the global
shape features, but also reflect the detail information of the shape contour.

However all of the above mentioned methods suffer from an common prob-
lem, that is they have very low retrieval efficiency. This problem includes two
aspects: (1) Finding one-to-one dense optimal point correspondence between the
two shape contours has an expensive computational cost, and some algorithms of
high time complexity such as Hungarian algorithm [8] and dynamic programming
algorithm [9–11] whose time complexities range from O(N2) to O(N3logN),
where N is the number of the contour points. Therefore, the computational cost
of these methods at shape matching stage is very expensive. For example, we
conduct an experiment using IDSC [9] to retrieve a leaf image from the Swedish
leaf database [12] which contains 1125 images, the experimental results report
that it takes about 40 seconds to obtain the retrieval results; (2) Since these
methods have to prepare a set of features for each contour points, the number
of the features is very large and a feature database of large size is required to
store them (Note that for improving retrieval speed, retrieval tasks are usually
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performed on the feature database rather than directly on the image database).
For example, IDSC [9] uses about several thousands features for shape matching.
Therefore, these methods are not suitable for performing shape retrieval tasks
in the large image databases and is also not suitable for those real time applica-
tions which require high retrieval efficiency, e.g. online leaf image retrieval. To
further improve the retrieval efficient, some recent works [15–17] make an effort
to learning similarity-preserving binary codes for efficient similarity search in
large-scale image collections. However the effectiveness of resulting binary codes
depend on the extracted shape features, i.e. the original shape descriptors. In
this work, we focus on shape features extraction and matching.

In this paper, we propose a novel shape descriptor, called multi-level curve
segment measures (MLCSM) for fast and effective leaf image retrieval. MLCSM
measures the curve segments of different length of the shape contour, we call
this scheme muti-level curve segments measures. In the first level, three types
of feature, curve bending, convexity, concavity, of all the curve segments of the
shape contour whose length is equal to L/2 are measured and the mean value
and standard deviation, for each type of feature are recorded, where L is the
perimeter of the shape contour. In the jth level curve segment measures, all
the curve segments whose length is equal to L/2j are suffered from the same
measure as the first level. The statistical features derived from all the K level
measures are combined to form a feature vector to describe the shape, where
K is the parameter and refers to the pre-specified number of measure level.
This scheme can finely capture the global features and the details of the shape
contour. Therefore it can provide a powerful discrimination ability.

The contributions of our work are: (1) we propose a very effective shape
description and matching method which present better retrieval accuracy on the
leaf image database than the classical Fourier descriptor and the recent methods
[9–11]; (2) our method is very compact (only 45 feature is used) and provides
a very fast retrieval on leaf image databases. Using our method, it only takes
0.083 seconds to retrieval a leaf image from the Swedish leaf database [12] which
contains 1125 images. While the comparable methods [9–11] on the retrieval
accuracy require several thousands of features and their time cost range from 18
to 40 seconds. Our method is tested on the Swedish leaf database [12] and the
leaf database collected by us from the word which contains 1200 images and 100
plant leaf species. All the experiments show the superiority of our method over
the classical Fourier descriptors and other recent methods which reported good
retrieval accuracy in the literatures.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describe the
proposed shape description method. Section 3 gives an analysis of the computa-
tional complexity of the proposed method. In section 4, we present the experi-
mental results and the performance comparisons. Section 5 gives our conclusion.
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2 Proposed shape description

2.1 Multi-level curve segment measures

A shape contour can be represented by a single-closed digital curve P which
is uniformly sampled as a sequence of points P = {pi}(i = 1, . . . , N) , where
the index i is according to the order of the sample points along the contour
in counter-clockwise direction, and N is the number of sample points. Let arc
p̂ipj be a piece of curve segments of curve P which is started from pi and ended
in pj along the counter-clockwise direction. The curve bending, convexity and
concavity measures for the arc p̂ipj are defined as follows:

Definition 1. Let l denote the length of arc p̂ipj and b be the length of chord
pipj, the curve bending measure f1 for arc pipj is defined as

f1 =
b

l
(1)

Definition 2. Let SL denote the set of all the points of arc p̂ipj which fall on
the left side of the chord pipj, and SR denote the set of all the points which fall
on the right side of the chord pipj, where the ’left’ and ’right’ are determined
by walking from pi to pj along the chord pipj. For each point pt of the arc p̂ipj,
let h(pt, pipj) denotes the perpendicular distance from point pt to the chord pipj.
Then the convexity and concavity measure, f2 and f3, for arc p̂ipj are defined
as

f2 =
∑

pt∈SR

h(pt, pipj) (2)

and

f3 =
∑

pt∈SL

h(pt, pipj) (3)

respectively.

Fig. 3 gives an example to illustrate the convexity /concavity measures for a
pieces of curve segment. In Fig. 3, (a) shows a piece of curve segments of shape
contour (labeled by heavy line), (c) shows a subdivision of this curve segment,
(b) and (d) are their convexity /concavity measures, respectively. From (b), we
can see that the measured curve is completely convex (f3 = 0 and f2 > 0)
relative to its corresponding chord. However the curve segment in (b) have a
part of arcs is obviously concave, which can not be described in this measure.
The problem can be solved by further measuring the subdivision of the curve
segment (See (d) graph ) and more details information of the curve segments
will be captured from the further measure. Based on this idea, we propose a
multi-level curve segments measures (MLCSM) based shape description. The
algorithm of generating MLCSM description is as follows:
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a b c d

Fig. 3. An example of illustrating the convexity /concavity measures for two pieces of
curve segments of the shape contour which have different arc length, where the curve
segment in C (labeled by heavy line) is a subdivision of the curve segment in A (labeled
by heavy line).

Step 1 Calculate the perimeter of the shape contour L. let K be a pre-specified
positive number which denote the number of curve segment levels and let
t=1 denote the index of level.

Step 2 For each contour point pi, start from it to segment a piece of arc whose
length is equal to L/2t from the contour in counter-clockwise direction. Mea-
sure the curve bending value f1(i), convexity value f2(i) and concavity value
f3(i), of the arc using Eq. 1, Eq. 2 and Eq. 3, respectively.

Step 3 Normalize f1, f2, and f3 by their respective maximum value.
Step 4 Calculate the mean value and stand deviation of f1, f2, and f3, respec-

tively and store them as M1,t, St1,t,M2,t, St2,t,M3,t, St3,t.
Step 5 let t=t+1, if t <= K then go to step 2.
Step 6 Output feature vector {M1,t, St1,t,M2,t, St2,t,M3,t, St3,t}(t = 1, . . . , K).

2.2 Dissimilarity Measure

The dissimilarity measure between two shape contours is calculated based on a
metric distance between the associate feature vectors. Assume that the feature
vectors for shape A and shape B are {MA

1,t, StA1,t,M
A
2,t, StA2,t,M

A
3,t, StA3,t}(t =

1, . . . , K) and {MB
1,t, StB1,t,M

B
2,t, StB2,t,M

B
3,t, StB3,t}(t = 1, . . . , K), respectively.

Let dj =
K∑

t=1
(|MA

j,t −MB
j,t|+ |StAj,t − StBj,t|). The dissimilarity measure between

shape A and shape B is defined as

D(A,B) = d1 + w1 ∗ d2 + w2 ∗ d3, (4)

where w1 and w2 are weight parameters.
Many global features such as circularity, eccentricity, aspect and so on can

reflect the valuable information about the global properties which can benefit
the shape retrieval, therefore many methods [11, 13] incorporated some of them
to improve the performance. To further increase the discrimination ability for
the leaf shape, we also incorporate three global features, solidity (S), eccentricity
(E) and rectangularity (R) to our method. Let Dg(A,B) = (|S(A) − S(B)| +
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|E(A) − E(B)| + |R(A) − R(B)|). The final dissimilarity measure incorporated
by global features is defined as follows:

Df (A,B) = D(A,B) + w3 ∗Dg(A,B), (5)

Where w3 is weight parameter.

2.3 The desirable properties of the proposed MLCSM

From the above algorithm of generating MLCSM, at the first level (i.e. t = 1),
MLCSM measures the long curve segments which make the captured feature are
not insensitive to the details of the shape contour, therefore, at this level, the
measures tend to capture the global features of shape contour. When the index
of measure level become large, the length of the measured curve segments will
become small which make the measurement have the higher ability of capturing
the small details. So, MLCSM can finely capture the global and local features
and provide a powerful discrimination ability. We still use the three leaf images
shown in Fig. 2 as example. Since centroid distance signature is not sensitive
to the the details of the shape contour, so FDs derived from centroid distance
give a false matching. While MLCSM can finely capture the details of the shape
contour, so the sawtooth feature of the shape boundary of leaf (a) and leaf (b)
can be reflected by MLCSM. Here, we present the matching result by our method
using Eq. 4 as follows: D(a,b)=0.9109, D(a,c)=1.5965, D(b,c )=1.7661. From the
matching result, we can see that MLCSM presents a correct matching.

A good shape description should be invariant to translation, scaling and
rotation. This is because these geometry transforms do not change the shape of
an object. Since the curve bending, convexity and concavity measures of a piece
curve segment have nothing to do with the position of shape contour. Therefore
MLCSM is invariant to translation. At the step 3 of the above algorithm, we
normalize f1, f2, and f3 using their respective maximum value. So, MLCSM
is also invariant to scaling. As for rotation, when a piece of curve segment is
rotated, according to Eq. 1-3, the value of f1, f2, f3 is obviously not modified.
When the starting point of the shape contour is changed by rotating the shape
contour, MLCSM is also invariant. This is because MLCSM calculates the mean
value and standard deviation of f1, f2, f3 which make them invariant to starting
point change. Therefore MLCSM is invariant to rotation transform.

A good shape description should also be as compact as possible and robust
to noise. At each level of curve segment measure, we extract 6 features, so there
are total of 6K features are extracted, where K is the number of the levels and
is far less than to the number of contour points. In our experiments, we set
k=7 and only use 42 features to achieve higher retrieval accuracy. While many
recent methods [10, 8, 9] require several thousands of features to support their
high retrieval accuracies. Since we use the mean value and standard deviation of
f1, f2, f3 to describe the shape, they are global calculations, therefore MLCSM
is not insensitive to noise.
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3 Computational complexity

For image retrieval, especially for retrieval on the large image database or online
retrieval, low computational complexity is an important characteristic for a desir-
able shape descriptor. In this section, we analysis the computational complexity
of the proposed method. For a piece of curve segments of M points, i.e. the length
of the segments, the complexity of measuring the curve bending, convexity and
concavity is O(M). Assume that the shape contour have N sample points and
the number of pre-specified measure level is K. On the jth level of curve segment
measure, all the arcs whose length M is equal to N/2j are measured, the com-
plexity of performing these measures is O(N2/2j). Therefore the total complexity
of features extraction is O(N2(1/2 + . . . ,+1/2k)) = O(N2(1− 1/2k)) = O(N2).
While many recent methods have higher computational complexity of features
extraction than our method. For example, MCC [10] is O(KN2), Shape context
method (SC)[8] and Inner distance method[9] are O(N3), where K is the number
of scale levels and N is the number of contour points.

Since on shape retrieval, the shape feature are extracted only once and can
be pre-extracted to be stored in the feature databases. While shape matching
is conducted many times. For each query shape, all the shapes in the database
will be matched with this shape. Therefore the retrieval efficiency mainly de-
pend on the efficiency of shape matching. At the shape matching stage, our
method use a metric distance to measure the shape similarity, so the computa-
tional complexity depend on the length of the feature vector. Since at each curve
segment measure level, we extract 6 features, the total length of feature vector
of our method is 6K. Therefore the computational complexity of our method
at shape matching stage is O(6K) = O(K), where k is the number of curve
segment measures and is far less than the number of the sample contour points
N . As for many recent methods with higher retrieval accuracy, such as Shape
context [8], TAR[11], MCC[10], Inner distance [9], and Visual Parts [14], their
Computational complexity of shape matching range from N2 to N3logN .

4 Experimental results

Fig. 4. Fifteen samples from the Swedish leaf databases, one image per species.
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Fig. 5. Leaf image database built by ourselves which contains 100 species with 12
instances each.

In this section, the performance of the proposed multi-level curve segment
measures (MLCSM) shape description is demonstrated on two leaf image databases.
The first database is the well-known Swedish leaf database which contains iso-
lated leaves from 15 different Swedish tree species (see Fig. 4)with 75 leaves per
species for a total of 1125 images. The second one is a leaf shape database which
consists of 1200 leaves of 100 plant species with 12 samples each (see Fig. 5). All
of the samples in this database are collected by ourselves from the wild. From
the two leaf databases, we can see that both of them contain some species which
have many very similar shapes.

In the experiments, we compared the following algorithms using the above
two leaf databases: (1) The classical FDs derived from centroid distance (CD)
which has been proved to be suitable for shape retrieval by Zhang et al [6], (2)
Multi-scale convexity concavity (MCC) representation [10], (3) Triangle-area
representation (TAR) [11], (4) Inner distance + shape contexts (IDSC) [9], (5)
The proposed methods: MLCSM and MLCM+three global features. The exper-
imental platform is a PC with Intel Core-2 Duo 2.8G.Hz CPU running Windows
XP. The FDs and our method are coded in Matlab 6.5. Because of the high calcu-
lational complexity of shape matching for MCC, TAR and IDSC, we code them
in the combination of Matlab and C program language, in which the procedure
of shape matching are coded in C program language.

The retrieval accuracy is measured by the so-called Bullseye test [9, 11, 10].
This evaluated method is: each shape in the database is taken as a query and
matched to all the shapes in the database. The top 2×M matches are counted,
where M is the number of shapes in each category. At most, M of the 2 × M
candidates are correct matches. The retrieval accuracy is the ratio of the number
of correct matches of all images to the total maximum number of correct matches
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Table 1. Retrieval results of different methods on the Swedish leaf database.

Method The number of features Retrieval accuracy Retrieval speed
(%) (MS)

FDs 20 69.13 3
TAR [11] 8067 84.23 28234
MCC [10] 1280 84.17 18579
IDSC [9] 9600 88.51 37141
MLCSM 42 86.47 83
MLCSM+Global 45 88.65 83

(which is M ×M ×N), where N is the number of the classes of the shapes. The
retrieval speed is the average time cost of retrieval of each query (include the
time of feature extraction of query shape). The parameters of our method is as
follows: the number of uniformly sampled points of the shape contour is 256, the
number of the levels of curve segment measures is set to 7. The parameters of
Eq. 4 and Eq. 5, i.e. weight values, are w1 = 1.2, w2 = 1.0 and w3 = 1.1.

Table 2. Retrieval results of different methods on the leaf database built by ourselves.

Method The number of features Retrieval accuracy Retrieval speed
(%) (MS)

FDs 20 60.12 4
TAR [11] 8067 77.66 36484
MCC [10] 1280 77.10 20841
IDSC [9] 9600 85.64 39969
MLCSM 42 84.62 84
MLCSM+Global 45 86.12 84

The retrieval results of different methods on the two leaf databases are shown
in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. From Table 1 and Table 2, we can see that
among all the competing methods, Fourier descriptors (FDs) has the least num-
ber of features and provide the fastest retrieval, unfortunately, it also has the
lowest retrieval accuracy. TAR, MCC and IDSC has good retrieval accuracy,
however their retrieval speed is very slow because of the very expensive calcu-
lational cost and the number of used features is very large which make them
not suitable for leaf image retrieval especially online leaf image retrieval. While
our methods achieve about 20 percents higher than FDs on retrieval accuracy
and the number of used features and retrieval speed is obviously acceptable.
The experimental results also show that our method achieves higher retrieval
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accuracy than the recent methods TAR and MCC even without using the three
global features. While the global parameters are incorporated in the matching
function, our method outperforms all the competing methods in terms of the
retrieval accuracy.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a novel shape representation and matching
methods based on multi-level curve segments measures (MLCSM). MLCSM ex-
tracts the statistical features of shape contour via measuring the curve bending,
convexity and concavity of curve segments with different levels to describe the
shape. This method is very compact and can finely capture the global and lo-
cal features of the shape contour. The metric distance between the acquired
feature vectors is used to measure the shape dissimilarity. The three global fea-
tures, solidity, eccentricity and rectangularity, are incorporated in the shape
dissimilarity measure to further increase the discrimination ability. The retrieval
experimental results on the two leaf image databases show that as compared
with several state-of-the-art methods, MLCSM has higher degree of retrieval
accuracy and retrieval efficiency. In our future work, we will consider learning
similarity-preserving binary codes based on the proposed shape descriptor to
further improve the efficient of plant leaf image retrieval.
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